Modeling the correlation functions of conformational motions in proteins.
A first principles calculation of the correlation function for conformational motion (CM) in proteins is carried out within the framework of a microscopic model of a protein as a heterogeneous system. The fragments of the protein are assumed to be identical hard spheres undergoing the CM within their conformational potentials about some mean equilibrium positions assigned by the tertiary structure. The memory friction function (MFF) for the generalized Langevin equation describing the CM of the particle is obtained on the basis of the direct calculation which is feasible for the present model of the protein due to the existence of a natural large parameter, viz. the ratio of the minimal distance between the mean equilibrium positions of the particles (approximately 7A) to the amplitude of their CM (<1A). A relationship between the MFF and the correlation functions of the CM of the particles is derived which makes their calculation to be a self-consistent mathematical problem. The general analysis of the MFF is exemplified by a simple model case in which the mean equilibrium positions of the particles form a regular lattice so that the correlation functions for all particles are the same. In this case the MFF is shown to be an infinite series of the powers of the auto-correlation function whose coefficients are independent on temperature. The latter is a result of the abstraction of the interaction potential by that of hard spheres which actually corresponds to the high temperature limit. On the examples of cubic and triangular lattices the coefficients are shown to be non-negative values which increase with the increase of the packing density of the particles and quickly tend to zero with the increase of their index. Thus the MFF can be approximated by a polynomial of the correlation function and the resulting mathematical equation is analogous to the one from the dynamic theory of liquids. The correlation function of the CM is obtained by numerical solution of the equation. At realistic packing densities for proteins it exhibits transparent non-exponential decay and includes two relaxation processes: the first one on the intermediate timescale (tens of picoseconds) and the second on the long timescale (its characteristic time is about tens of nanoseconds at small values of the friction coefficient and increases by orders of the magnitude with the increase of the latter). Thus the present approach provides the microscopic basis for previous phenomenological models of cooperative dynamics in proteins.